Imagine interactively exploring information on Inpatients, ED visits and Outpatient Surgeries including all payers, just by clicking a mouse.

» You often have additional questions that are not addressed;
» Questions that may have significant impact on planning go unasked.
» You don’t know what you don’t know!

Make A Reservation Today!
Contact Jeff Pratt to make a reservation:
(949) 378-3485
Jeff@SpeedTrack.com

Learn How SpeedTrack Can Help You!

The Hospital Council invites you to participate in a free, live, interactive demonstration of the intelligence affecting your service area. Your team will explore information on-the-fly to discover valuable market intelligence that affects all the providers that serve your community. Instead of looking at canned, static reports, you will uncover what you don’t know by navigating through vital information for Strategic Planning, Managed Care, Business Development, and Specialty Recruiting. Reserve a 30 or 45 minute collaboration session with your team.

Understanding patient populations in the communities you serve is more critical today than ever. Looking at static reports is limited and boring. Gain insights about:

» Where they live
» Where they go for what types of care
» Payer mix
» Demographics
» Lengths of stay by Service Line, or Payer or Procedure, or a combination of thereof
» Diagnoses and procedures across all levels
» What the trends are
» Geo-spatial mapping
» On and on...!

Receive a 40% discount IN ADDITION TO A 10% discount for being a member when Council members subscribe to the SpeedTrack service within 45 days
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Hospital Market Intelligence at Your Fingertips
Intuitively access information that drives increased revenue, cost savings and productivity.

Learn what these leading healthcare organizations already know:

SpeedTrack’s application provides the ability to **explore and discover answers in minutes** instead of hours or in some cases days.

*Sudha Somasundaraz*
Senior Analyst at Scripps Health

SpeedTrack provides a **comprehensive view of data** combined with an **easy to use interface** that promotes collaboration and discovery at a fraction of the time and cost of other software solutions.

*Casey Fatch*
COO at Tri-City Medical Center in Vista, CA

The ability to rapidly discover answers to complex questions, ease of use and affordability puts SpeedTrack clearly **above any other analytical software package**.

*Martin Kleinbart*
Chief Strategy Officer at Citrus Valley Health Partners

Make A Reservation Today!

Contact Jeff Pratt to make a reservation:
(949) 378-3485
Jeff@SpeedTrack.com
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